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Abstract
Welcome to the inaugural edition of the Pierce Law Review. You may notice that a number of the articles in this edition are not typical for a law review. This is because the articles in this edition were held over from our predecessor publication, a scientific journal entitled RISK: Health, Safety & Environment. As a result, the articles in this volume are rather atypical for a traditional law review, and not all of them entirely legally-related in nature. Nonetheless, we hope you enjoy having the opportunity to read articles on topics you would not have reviewed otherwise.
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Dear reader,

Welcome to the inaugural edition of the *Pierce Law Review*. We are excited, and have worked very hard over the past eight months, to bring you this new publication.

You may notice that a number of the articles in this edition are not typical for a law review. This is because the articles in this edition were held over from our predecessor publication, a scientific journal entitled *RISK: Health, Safety & Environment*. That journal is currently not in publication, though it may resume at another school in the near future.

As a result, the articles in this volume are rather atypical for a traditional law review, and not all of them entirely legally-related in nature. Nonetheless, we hope you enjoy having the opportunity to read articles on topics you would not have reviewed otherwise.

We anticipate you will enjoy our next edition. It will feature traditional law review articles as well as a few more holdover articles from *RISK* that we believe you will find interesting and engaging. You can expect an entire volume of traditional law review articles in our Fall 2003 edition.

Many thanks,
Jaime Ackerman and Elizabeth Hochberg
Founding Editors-in-Chief
*Pierce Law Review*